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Problem Description
Radarinstrumenter for nivåmåling av LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) benytter bølgeleder til å føre
radarsignalet ned
 mot væska og tilbake til instrumentet. Bølgelederen kan av praktiske årsaker ikke
gå helt ned til bunnen av tanken og når væskenivået blir lavere enn den åpne
bølgelederavslutningen,
vil ekkoet fra væskeoverflata kunne forstyrres av ekkoet fra bunnen av tanken. Oppgaven omfatter
en teoretisk og praktisk undersøkelse av enkle konstruksjoner for å redusere ekkoet fra bunnen
av LNG-tanken.
1. Det skal gjennomføres en teoretisk undersøkelse og behandling av stealth-teknologien. I
denne forbindelsen er det naturlig å vinkle undersøkelsen og behandlingen mot aspekter som
anses relevante i forhold til den konkrete problemstillingen.
2. Det antas at strålingsegenskapene til åpningen i enden av målerøret får betydning for
den endelige løsningen,
 og det er derfor ønskelig at de spesifikke utfordringene som ligger i bølgeutbredelsen fra røret
blir undersøkt og
 vurdert. Undersøkelsen bør tuftes på teoretisk innsikt og analyse, og gjerne med støtte i
simuleringer (Agilent HFSS e.l.).
3. Den teoretiske undersøkelsen skal munne ut i et konkret forslag til en konstruksjon som
er ansett som lovende med hensyn til å undertrykke bunnekkoet. Konstruksjonen bør ta sikte på
at ytelsene endres minst mulig når de ulike konstruksjonsparametrene endrer seg innenfor et ”
naturlig variasjonsområde” (materialparametre, ulike geometriske størrelser).
4. Det skal bygges en bunnabsorbent som kan testes i laboratoriet. Tilgangen på LNG kan
være et problem, og konstruksjonen bør derfor tilpasses en annen og lettere tilgjengelig væske.
Den teoretiske og praktiske gjennomføringen av oppgaven vil bli delt mellom instituttet og
Kongsberg Maritime AS slik det faller formålstjenlig.
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Supervisor: Jon Anders Langen Aas, IET
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Summary
In this document designing a bottom absorber used in a level gauge system is dis-
cussed. The bottom absorber is placed in the bottom of a tank and its task to at-
tenuate the signal reflected by the bottom in such a way that the wanted echo can
be sensed. The bottom absorber used today can give measurement errors due to
wrong installation.
The design is done on the basis shown in this paper and from experience accom-
plished in my pre-study. The idea is to combine Radar Absorbing Material with
different thicknesses at a certain ratio. With this approach the input impedance of
the bottom absorber can be designed to agree with impedance of the media above.
This leads to low reflection at the interface and energy consumption in the absorber.
The thickness of the RAM and its combination ratio was theoretically calculated
and then simulated with the help of Agilent EMDS.
The results from the real life testing was quite pleasant. The design makes it pos-
sible to match the bottom absorber to the wanted reference medium. The bottom
absorber will then have good qualities regarding attenuation of the incident signal.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The idea of reducing radar backscatter is very old and it has been investigated
more or less since the birth of the radar. To get control over and be able to reduce
radar backscatter can have many purposes. The most obvious is the evolution of
stealth technology used in military fighter aircraft, boats, vehicles and other mili-
tary equipment. When used in such device the main goal is to hide from the enemy
radar.
This technology with reducing the radar backscatter can also be utilized in
commercial equipment. This paper will take a look at a level gauge system which
is used to measure the level of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) in a tank.
1.1 The Level Gauge System
To get a better understanding of the problem, this section will give a short descrip-
tion of the level gauge system as it is today.
The gauge system which is going to be investigated in this assignment is used
for measuring the level of LNG in a tank. Inside a LNG tank the environment
is quite harsh. To transport LNG, the gas is turned into fluid which is done at a
temperature of approximately -162◦C. The LNG is highly explosive, so the amount
of energy allowed inside the tanks is very low.
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The liquid level in the tank is measuredwith the help of a FrequencyModulated
ContinuousWave Radar (FMCW) Radar placed on top of the tank. The radar signal
propagates in a wave-guide until approximately 150mm above the bottom of the
tank. From here it propagates towards the liquid, reflects from the surface, and then
back to the radar detector. The actual distance from the radar to the surface, hence
also the level of liquid in the tank, is done by measure the actual phase difference
between the transmitted and received signal. More about the actual measuring
technique in subsequent chapters.
Figure 1.1: Level gauge setup
Under the radar wave guide a bucket is placed to reduce waves on the liquid
surface which can deflect the radar signal away from the detector. As the LNG is
very transparent a bottom absorber is needed to attenuate the unwanted backscat-
ter from the bottom of the tank. It is placed as shown in figure 1.2
2
Figure 1.2: Bottom bucket
The bottom absorber used today is mainly based on a anti-phase step as shown
in figure 1.3. The step has an electrical length equal to the quarter of a wavelength
in the given medium. This leads to a phase shift of 180 ◦ and hence also destructive
interference. To extinguish the backscattered energy from the bottom part, similar
amount of energy is needed from both sides of the step. This implies strict sym-
metry around the step which again implies a hard time when coming to install the
bottom absorber.
Figure 1.3: Anti-phase step
1.2 Problems
With the harsh environment caused by the LNG, to design a bottom absorber im-
plies a lot of challenges.
One known technology to reduce radar backscatter is the use of radar absorbing
material. This is often developed to interact with the impedance of air or vacuum.
In this paper we are working with medias which have different impedance com-
pared to air. If the RAM is not tuned to match its reference media, it will cause a
reflection from the interface of the two materials. The RAM should also be able to
manage the temperatures exposed to it.
As mentioned a anti phase technology is used today. This require accuracy
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when coming to installing the absorber so that the step is straight under the middle
of the symmetry line of the wave guide. To reduce the installation difficulties a non
symmetric substrate is wanted.
To summarize, the purpose of this paper is to investigate and design a substrate
which placed in the bottom of a tankwill attenuate the radar signal sufficient so that
the unwanted backscatter dont interfere with the surface echo. It is alsowanted that
the designed is without any needs of symmetry and that it is as thin as possible.
4
Chapter 2
Theory
To get a deeper understanding of the problem, the theory regarding the phenome-
nas which is present in the system is a useful place to start. This chapter will deal
with some of the basic theory but it is still expected that the reader have a basic
knowledge of wave propagation and electromagnethics (EM).
2.1 EM Fundamentals
2.1.1 Wave Propagation
In our electromagnetic world there are some universal constants, for instance ve-
locity of electromagnetic waves in free space c, permittivity of free space e0 and
permeability of free space µ0 [1].
Their relationship are:
c =
1√
e0µ0
[m/s] (2.1)
The permeability of free space is
µ0 = 4pi · 10−7 [H/m] (2.2)
hence the permittivity of free space can be derived from (1)
e0 ∼= 8.854 · 10−12 [F/m] (2.3)
Permittivity e, characterize a materials ability to store electrical energy and perme-
ability µ, characterizes a materials ability to store magnetic
energy [2].
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As the the wave propagates from one medium to another the wave will reduce
or increase its velocity, depending on the characteristic of the media. Its speed in a
given media is given by [3]:
v =
1√
eµ
(2.4)
When propegating in a circular waveguide the velocity is reduced and can be rep-
resentated as [4]:
v =
c
er
·
√
er −
(
S
D · f
)2
(2.5)
where in this case S = 1.757·108m/s
The wave impedance is then [1]:
Z =
η√
er −
(
S
D· f
)2 (2.6)
where η is the intrinsic impedance of the guide medium.
The wavelength of an EM wave is dependent of the frequency and in which
media it propagates (at which speed).
This relation is given by:
v =
λ
T
= λ f =⇒ λ = v
f
=
1
f · √eµ (2.7)
The ratio of the speed of an EM wave in vacuum to its speed in a medium is called
the refractive index of the medium and is given as:
n =
c
v
=
√
eµ√
e0µ0
=
√
erµr (2.8)
2.1.2 Loss mechachanism
In addition to conductive losses σ, materials have dielectric and magnetic losses
[5]. When a normal material is present in a time-varying field its response will de-
pend on the frequency of the field. Charged particles in the material will try to vary
with the same frequency as the applied field. With increased frequency the fluctu-
ations of the particles in the material and the applied field will be out of phase. The
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inertia of the charged particles in thematerial tends to prevent the particle displace-
ment from keeping in phase with the time-varying field. This leads to a frictional
damping mechanism that causes power loss due to the work that must be done to
overcome the damping forces [1].
The out of phase phenomena can be characterized by a complex electric suscep-
tibility. This, in combination with ohmic losses, leads to a complex permittivity.
er = e
′
r − je
′′
r (2.9)
In an ideal dielectric the voltage and current is 90◦ out of phase and there is no
current in-phase with the voltage. If a material with a certain dielectric constant er
is placed in an electrical field another situation will occur.
The current will now have components in-phase with the voltage.
e
′
r has a influence on the component of the current that is out of phase with the
voltage and e
′′
r has an influence on the in-phase component of the current.
e
′′
r is usually referred to as the loss factor [6]
Similar loss arguments can be applied regarding magnetization. It is expected
that the permeability will be complex at high frequencies and is expressed as [1]:
µr = µ
′
r − jµ
′′
r (2.10)
Relative permittivity er, and relative permeability µr are normalized by the free-
space values e0andµ0, and have a complex notation as explained above.
2.1.3 Reflection
In an attempt to minimize the reflection from given surface it could be useful to
take a look at some of the physical equations that represent the reflection process.
One of the main equation describes the reflection coefficient at a given interface
[7]:
Γ =
Z− Z0
Z+ Z0
(2.11)
An important special case results when the reflection coefficient is 0. It is then said
that we have an impedance match [8].
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The intristic impedance of a material is given by:
Z =
√
µr · µ0
er · e0 (2.12)
If there is a perfect impedance match at a given interface there will be no reflection
from the boundary of the incident media and all the energy of the wave will be
transmitted into the new media. If the receiving media is of the lossy kind, the
wave can be attenuated as it propagates through the media. A uniform plane wave
propagating in the z direction can be representated by:
E = axEx = axE0e−γz (2.13)
For a plane wave in lossy media, the propagation constant gamma, γ, can be given
as [1]:
γ = α+ jβ = jω
√
µe′
(
1− e
′′
jωe′
)1/2
(2.14)
Then equation 2.13 can then be expressed as:
Ex = E0e−αze−jβz (2.15)
It shows from the latter equation that the real part will decrease as z increases,
thus α is called an attenuation factor. The imaginary part,β, is called a phase con-
stant and expresses the amount of phase shift that occurs as the wave propagates.
Both α and β is given per meter.
To get a large amount of attenuation in a small thickness, αmust be large, which
implies that the real and imaginary part of the permittivity and permeability must
be large. It is noted that large values of permittivity and permeability could result
in a large reflection coefficient.
If a plane EM wave is incident normal to a plane dielectric boundary and a
impedance mismatch is present, the wave is partly reflected and partly transmitted
into the new medium [1]. The reflection coefficient and transmission coeffecient
can then be representated by:
Γ =
Er0
Ei0
(2.16)
and
τ =
Et0
Ei0
(2.17)
where E is respectively the magnitude of the incident, transmitted and reflected
wave at the boundary.
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2.2 Radar
Radar is a method of using electromagnetic waves to sense the position, velocity
and characteristics of a target from a remote position. This is done by by illuminate
a volume of space with electromagnetic energy, then sense the energy reflected by
the target (echo) [9]. The received power is given by:
Pr =
PtG2λ2
(4pi)3R4
· σ (2.18)
where
Pt: the transmitted power
λ: the wavelength of the transmitted signal
G: the antenna gain
σ: the radar cross section
R: the range to the target
The mode and type of radar used is determined by the specific measurement
that we want to make and the environment in which it is going to operate. Radars
can be classified by the waveform that they transmit and are of two general types;
continuous wave (CW) and pulsed wave [10] .
CW radars transmit and receive unmodulated sinusodial waves. The transmit-
ter and receiver operate simultaneously, and the receiver must amplify weak target
echoes in the presence of a strong transmitted signal. Except for very low power
systems (here), spillover controll dictates the use of separate transmit and receive
antennas. CW radar primarily measure the target echo Doppler shift (and therefore
radial velocity) and angular position. Range cannot be measured directly without
some form of time-variant modulation [1].
2.2.1 Radar Cross Section
Radar cross section (RCS) is defined as:
the area intercepting that amount of power which, when scattered
isotropically, produces at the receiver a density which is equal to that
scattered by the actual target [11, pg.96].
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Mathematically it can be described:
σ = lim
R→∞
4piR2
|Er|2
|Ei|2 (2.19)
It is, by definition, independent of the transmitted power, receiver sensitivity and
the distance between transmitter and receiver. Another word used for RCS is echo
area.
If a target is subdivided into N discret scatters the sum of all scatters can be
represented as [2].
σ =
∣∣∣∣∑
n
√
σnejφn
∣∣∣∣2 (2.20)
where σn is the backascatter of the nth scatter and φn is realtive phase diference.
As could be seen from the radar equation, the received power is directly pro-
portional to the radar cross section σ. This direct influence on the received power
and its independence from other elements, are the reasons why radar cross section
reduction (RCSR) is very interesting when coming to design a surface with low
backscatter.
2.3 Radar Cross Section Reduction
There are only four basic techniques for reducing radar backscatter [2]
• Shaping
• Radar Absorbing Materials (RAM)
• Passive cancellation
• Active cancellation
All of the above mentioned methods of radar backscatter suppression have their
advantages and disadvantages. Most common and practical are shaping and the
use of radar absorbing materials.
2.3.1 Shaping
Shaping lets us, at a certain amount, control the reflected energy from the object.
Themain goal is to prevent the energy from propagate back toward the radar detec-
tor. This can be done by orientating the target surface in such way that the energy
is scattered away from the radar detector.
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2.3.2 Radar absorbing material
RAM is based on the simple fact that some materials exposed to an electromagnetic
field absorb energy. It is possible to look at the the energy consumption, the dis-
sapation of energy or power, the same way as in a regular resistor. The loss is a
transformation from electrical energy into heat [2].
The energy that dissapate is said to be absorbed by the media. For the media to be
an effective absorber the electric loss tangent shuld be as large as possible [12].
It can be described as:
tanδe =
σc +ωe
′′
ωe′
(2.21)
Similar describtion can be given for the magnetic loss tangent.
Different types of RAM are been characterized by their permittivity and perme-
ability. The real part represent energy storage and the actual loss is, as mentioned
earlier, determined by their imaginary components, respectively e
′′
and µ
′′
.
In general it can be said that:
• Magnetic properties increase the bandwidth of absorbers.
• High dielectric constant reduces bandwidth.
To find the input impedance of the absorbing material when backed by a conduct-
ing surface, the formulas from transmission line analysis can be used. It can be
shown that the input impedance is given as1:
Zi = Ztanh(jwT
√
eµ) (2.22)
where
Z is the intrinsic impedance
w is the angular frequency
T is the thickness of the absorbing material
1for derivation see appendix
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2.4 System description FMCW Radar
Introducing time-variant modulation on the CW wave adds the capability to di-
rectly find target range. This system uses a frequency modulation with a linear
sweep from 9 to 11 GHz.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram
Due to different pathway for the echo signal RF and the reference signal LO, a
phase difference will occure. This phase difference is proportional with the radar
frequency. Changes in the phase difference is measured in the detector (in principle
when the echo signal and the reference signal is at the same frequency).
Signal Phase
LO ≈ A · cos[Φ(t)] Φ(t) = Φ0 +ω · t
RF ≈ A · cos[Φ(t− 2 · θ)] Φ(t− 2 · θ) = Φ0 +ω · t− 2 ·ω · θ
IF ≈ A · cos[Φ(t)−Φ(t− 2 · θ)] Φ(t)−Φ(t− 2 · θ) = 2 ·ω · θ
V(t) ≈ IF ≈ A · cos[2 ·ω · θ] (2.23)
The output signal V(t) of the detector will be sinousodial as shown in figure 2.2.
The number of periodes in the output signal is a measure of accumulated phase
and hence also a measure of the pathway difference betweeen the echo and refer-
ence signal [13].
The measured signal V(t) can be representated on its comlex form and can be re-
garded as a sum of the negative and positive vector rotating in respectively positive
and negative direction in the complex plane:
cos(2ωθ) =
1
2
· e j·2ωθ + 1
2
· e−j·2ωθ (2.24)
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Figure 2.2: Measured data with a certain number of periodes
To be able to find the range a modulation is used, here a linear sweep with N steps.
ω = ω0 + ∆ω
n
N
1 ≤ n ≤ N (2.25)
which leads to 1
2ωθ = 2ω0θ + 2pi · P · nN (2.26)
where P represents the total number of rotations accumulatet during one sweep.
The rotation time of one cycle in the complex plane can be expressed as 2pi/∆ω =
2·∆θ. All this leds to the possibility to determine the echo flight time
θ = ∆θ · P = pi
∆ω
· P (2.27)
To determine the one way flight time, P has to be measured and equation 2.27 has
to be divided by the double bandwith 2∆ f = ∆ω/ pi. The total number of cycles,
here representated by P, can be determined by using fourier analysis [14].
2.4.1 Basic principles of FMCW Radar
FMCW Radar technology and fourier trasnform fits like a glove. The time domain
and the frequency domain represents the same amount of information. A short
time puls ∆t contains a wide range of frequencies ∆ω, and vice verca. The two
domains are Fourier transformation pair which gives us
∆t · ∆ω ≈ 2pi (2.28)
1 2ωθ = 2ω0θ + 2∆ω · ∆θ · θ∆θ · nN
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Hence if we want a high resolution, which corresponds to a small ∆t , a large band-
with must be used. The ideal range resolution can be expressed as [15]:
R =
c · ∆t
2
=
c
2 · ∆ω (2.29)
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Chapter 3
Bottom Absorber
Due to difficulties in installing earlier versions of the bottom absorber, there is a
wish for a non symmetric - easy install bottom absorber.
To reduce the backscatter we can, as mentioned in former chapters, use different
kinds of techniques. Different shapes and structures can scatter the incident elec-
tromagnetic wave, or with help of radar absorbing material we can attenuate the
reflected energy.
As always different techniques have different qualities, both positive and negative.
The design process is more about electing the qualities that is important in your
special case.
As explained earlier a bucket is used to calm down the surface underneath the
radar waveguide to give a better control of the backscatter from the surface of the
fluid. If a solution with just shaping or scattering is used, it can be difficult to reflect
the energy away from the unwanted regions due to the sidewalls of the bucket.
One more concern is that the LNG fluid is very transparent. Only a small per-
centage of the energy will be reflected from the surface of the fluid, roughly 2 % 1,
hence amajor part of the energywill be transmitted through the liquid and towards
the bottom part of the tank. If no absorbing material is present here, the backscatter
is purely due to reflection from a metal surface. This can give rise to high energy
backscatter that might interfere and totally conquer the wanted signal from the top
of the liquid.
1The reflection between air - LNG: Γ = 377−292377+292 = 0.127. This is voltage reflection, the energy is
found by taking the square of the absolute value. |Γ|2 = 0.016 which is a bit under 2%.
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3.1 Design
A way of solving the problem with unwanted backscatter is with use of radar ab-
sorbing material. One positive side effect is the fact that a solution with RAM can
give a thinner bottom absorber than used today. If the radar resolution and the at-
tenuation from the absorber is good enough, the liquid can then bemeasured closer
towards the bottom.
As known from the electromagnetic theory a leap in impedance will give us a cer-
tain reflection from the interface between two materials with different characteris-
tics [7].
The electromagnetic aspects of RAM design focus principally on the
synthesis of an arrangement of dielectric or magnetic materials that pro-
vide a specified impedance profile to an incident wave [2, pg. 297]
In this paper the idea is to design and analyze a combination of radar absorbing
material with different thickness so that the sum of the reflections from the sub-
systems will give us less unwanted backscatter. This can be seen as a parallel to
equation 2.20 on page 10.
Such a combination of layers can be created with a design as shown in figure 3.1.
This design will have an advantageous smooth surface with a certain structure un-
derneath the radar absorbing material.
Figure 3.1: Structure of bottom absorber
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3.2 Thickness
The idea used here is as mentioned combination of absorbing material with differ-
ent thickness. Here the material is backed with metal so formula 2.22 on page 11
can be used to find the input impedance. As could be seen from equation 2.22 the
input impedance is dependent, amongst other, of the frequency and the character-
istic of the RAM. The center frequency of the radar used in this system is 10 GHz
thus the thickness is calculated at this frequency.
The RAM provided by Kongsberg Maritime to use in this assignment is of the type
SFU-10.0 from Emmerson & Cummings2.
After research from Kongsberg Maritime its permittivity and permeability is found
to be [16]:
er = 10.5 − j 0.3 (3.1)
µr = 1.2 − j0.5 (3.2)
3.2.1 Ideal Thickness
Figure 3.2 is a graphical representation of the input impedance of the absorbingma-
terial and shows us the real and imaginary parts of the input impedance ( Zreal and
Zimag) for different thicknesses. The liquid above the bottom absorber will have a
real input impedance, hence the thickness were Zimag is as close to zero as possible
are chosen.
Table 3.1 summarize the values of Zreal and T for Zimag ≈ 0.
The electrical wavelength in the RAM at 10GHz is 8.1mm. As could be seen from
No. Thickness (mm) Real component (ohm)
1. 1.991 415
2. 4.399 84.6
3. 5.805 168.8
Table 3.1: Thickness vs Input Impedance
the values in table 3.1 these are close to λ/4, λ/2 and 2 · λ/3.
2see appendix for data sheet
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Figure 3.2: Input Impedance of RAM at 10GHz
3.2.2 Practical Thickness
Due to limits from the RAM dealer and other practical issues the thickness of the
RAM is set to be 2mm, 4mm and 6mm. This leads to slightly different values when
comparing with the ideal values.
With fixed thickness the values in 3.3 are found:
The exact input impedance are calculated using Matlab and summarized in ta-
ble 3.2. It could be seen that the imaginary part of the input impedance is small
compared to the real component.
No. Thickness (mm) Input Impedance
1. 2.00 414.9 - 8.36i
2. 4.00 73.33 - 24.00i
3. 6.00 172.7 - 14.79i
Table 3.2: Input Impedance for fixed thickness
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Figure 3.3: Input Impedance of RAM at 10GHz with fixed thickness
3.3 Combination
To reduce the backscatter and design a bottom absorber with the desired character-
istics the thicknesses have to be combined at a certain ratio. Some possible combi-
nations can be:
Z1 · k1 + (1− k1) · Z2 = sur f ace impedance (3.3)
Γ1 · k2 + (1− k2) · Γ2 = summarized re f lection (3.4)
The reflection coefficients are dependent of the media above the absorber. Since at
this stage of the project doing real life testing with the use of LNG is impossible,
a different fluid is to be used for testing. Here paraffin is used. LNG and paraffin
have slightly different characteristics so the combination has to be calculated for
both fluids.
Since it is only the practical thicknesses which are going to be further investigated
the results with ideal thicknesses are omitted.
3.3.1 Combination ratio for LNG
To find the ratio of combination when designing for LNG the values regarding
thickness found in table 3.2 are used. Based om previous experiences the preferred
combination is found by using a linear combination of the reflection coefficients
shown in equation 3.4. This in combination with thicknesses of 2 and 6mm leads
to a bottom absorber wich is more broadband than for other combinations [17].
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Each Γ which arises between LNG and the specified RAM at given thicknesses are
summarized in table 3.3
Γi. Thickness (mm) Γ
1. 2.00 0.1739 - 0.0098i
3. 6.00 -0.2554 - 0.0400i
Table 3.3: Thickness vs Reflection in LNG
The value of the summarized reflection in equation3.4 should be as close to
zero as possible. When using the fixed thicknesses, zero value of the summarized
reflection can not be obtained, but a minimum value can be found. This is though
possible if only the real part of the reflections are taken under consideration. Since
the imaginary parts are small, the approximation with use of only the real parts can
be legitimated. By using the real parts of the values in table 3.3 and equation 3.4
the ratio of how to combine the thick and the thin RAM is found.
Γ1 · k2LNG + (1− k2LNG) · Γ3 = 0
0.4294 · k2LNG = 0.2554
k2LNG = 0.5949
(3.5)
This is presented graphical in figure 3.4.
3.3.2 Combination ratio for paraffin
Paraffin has a slightly different impedance from LNG. The e of paraffin is approxi-
mately 2.25, which correspond to an input impedance of Zpar = 251Ω. To find the
ratio of combination, the same procedure as for LNG is followed.
Γi. Thickness (mm) Γ
1. 2.00 0.2462 - 0.0095i
3. 6.00 -0.1833 - 0.0413i
Table 3.4: Thickness vs Reflection in Paraffin
By using the real parts of the values in table 3.4 and equation 3.4 the ratio of
how to combine the thick and the thin RAM is found.
Γ1 · k2par + (1− k2par) · Γ3 = 0
0.4296 · k2par = 0.1833
k2par = 0.4268
(3.6)
This is presented graphical in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Combination ratio in LNG for t=2.00mm and t=6.00mm
Figure 3.5: Combination ratio in paraffin for t=2.00mm and t=6.00mm
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Chapter 4
Simulation
The next step of creating a new easy install bottom absorber is to join the small
subsections into a larger model. The sum can be seen as a parallel to equation 2.20
on page 10. Up to now the calculations has been done by considering only one of
the subsection. This combination will probably effect the total result. The bottom
substrate is constructed out of metal which will lead to currents flowing in the
substrate. This will again lead to radiant fields from the bottom absorber whichwill
have an influence on the total backscatter. This is a highly complex interaction, and
further theoretical studies of these phenomenas will not be taken into consideration
in this assignment. Figure 4 shows the e-field congestion at the step1. By doing
simulations it is possible to investigate and include these phenomenas in the final
design. All the simulations are done with the help of Agilent EMDS.
Figure 4.1: E field concentration around the step
1More figures regarding the currents in the metal is found in the appendix.
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4.1 Model
The creation of a good and rigorous simulation model was a challenge. Before
a model with the possibility to extract the wanted information without influence
from unwanted construction phenomenas, a more thorough research had to be
done.
The way Agilent EMDS works is by dividing a volume into a certain number of
smaller tetrahedral volumes in a certain mesh. The field components in each tetra-
hedron are calculated. If better resolution is wanted, the tetrahedral volumes are
decreased, hence there will be a larger amount of them. High resolution thus leads
to a large number of calculations which again leads to a need of high computer
power and memory. With limited computer power a simple model containing only
themost important components was created. It should also be kept inmind that the
task of this assignment is to design a bottom absorber and investigate its backscat-
ter.
Figure 4.2: Simulation Model
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In this model the cylinder on top represents the end of the wave guide. The di-
ameter on the cylinder is the same as the real waveguide, 50mm. In the real system
the end of the waveguide is cut with a slight inclination. This is done to get rid of
the diffraction from the end of the guide. After a discussion with Jon Anders Aas
this is not taken into consideration here.
The eight sided box represents the tank or the radiation chamber. EMDS needs a
certain closed volume to be able make its calculations. The side walls and the top
is set to be radiation boundaries which implies that no radiation is reflected from
the walls and back into the radiation box. This will lead to a sensed field only de-
pendent of the bottom absorber and path loss. To get the right size of the footprint
from the waveguide, the diameter of the box had to be calculated. The waveguide
has an angle of radiation estimated to be approximately 40◦ from the symmetry
axis [4]. Since the distance from guide to the bottom is 85mm, the diameter of the
box is set to be 150mm.
As could be seen from figure 4.2 the absorbent structure is placed underneath the
radiation box. In the real system the distance, as mentioned in chapter 1, from the
end of the waveguide to the absorbent structure can be up to 150 mm. To keep the
calculation volume at a reasonable level this distance is forced to be smaller and is
set to 85mm. The polarization can be rotated but for most of the simulations it is
set to be normal to the ditches.
EMDS has no direct possibility to do a transformation to the time domain. Since
it is impossible to directly track the signal as is propagates towards the bottom ab-
sorber, the media in the tank had to be the homogeneous. Simulations with a rising
liquid level is therefor not possible. The echo signal would then be the liquid echo,
not the wanted echo from the bottom absorber.
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4.2 EMDS Simulation
To include phenomenas caused by the bottom structure in the design, extended re-
search was done with the help of Agilent EMDS. Simulations were done on models
designed for both LNG and the test liquid paraffin. The simulations were done
with a frequency range from 9 to 11 GHz. This should be adequate to represent the
bandwidth of the FMCW radar signal used in this gauge system.
4.2.1 LNG
As could be seen from chapter 3 the combination of the the thinnest and thickest
absorbent for LNG is in percentage approximately 60/40. Placed in the model de-
scribed above the magnitude of the E field distribution can be seen in figure 4.3.
Here the radiation box is filled with LNG.2
Figure 4.3: E field distribution in the model
2A closer look at the field near the bottom can be seen in the appendix.
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Type 1
For the bottom absorber to be as easy to install as possible it should be fairly resis-
tant regarding influence on the backscatter due to sideways movement. A metal
plate with fine graded structure will serve this purpose. Here each subsection have
a total width of 10mm. The structure and the distribution of the absorbent material
is shown in figure 4.4. The structure with this distribution will from now on be
called type 1.
Figure 4.4: Bottom design Type 1 for LNG
The above structure was simulated with a polarization normal to the grooves.
As could be seen from figure 4.5 the max attenuation is at approximately 10.5GHz.
Figure 4.5: S11 parameters for Type 1 bottom absorber designed for LNG
The reason for the deviation from the center frequency is because the different
thicknesses influence the total response.
Due to the propagation of the signal in the model additional damping forces is
present. To get a more thorough picture of the influence from the bottom absorber
a simulation with plane metal plate in the bottom is done. This to get some knowl-
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edge about the path loss in the model.
Figure 4.6: Path loss in model with LNG
Type 2
The ditches on the above design is quite small which can be a challenge regarding
the cutting and fitting of the RAM. A design with more practical values is shown
in the below figure.
Figure 4.7: Bottom design Type 2 for LNG
The idea and ratio of combination is the same as for type 1 but the total length
of each subsection is here 30mm. This leads to a thin part of 18mm and thick part
of 12mm.
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Figure 4.8: S11 parameters for Type 2 bottom absorber designed for LNG
Based on the simulations this type is slightly more wide banded as shown in
figure 4.8. On the other hand the type 2 absorbent could be expected to be less
adaptive due to sideways movement.
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4.2.2 Paraffin
Paraffin has an impedance which is lower than LNG. As could be seen from fig-
ure 3.3 on page 19 a thicker absorbent has a lower impedance hence to meet the
requirements of a lower total impedance of the bottom absorber more of the thick
absorbent should be added.
Figure 4.9: Bottom design Type 1 for paraffin
As could be seen in chapter 3 the ideal combination in percentage here is 42.68/57.32
regarding thin/thick part of the absorbent. A more practical ratio would be 40/60
and after simulations this ratio has the same or even better results compared to the
ideal ratio (ideal ratio results in appendix). The above figure show the result when
Figure 4.10: S11 parameters for Type 1 bottom absorber designed for paraffin
a 40/60 ratio is used. As for LNG it could be seen that the max attenuation has
a deviation from the center frequency due to the interaction between the different
thicknesses.
The type 2 results for paraffin gives us slightly lower attenuation than for type
1, but the bandwidth is still reasonable.
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Figure 4.11: S11 parameters for Type 2 bottom absorber designed for paraffin
Since paraffin has a lower impedance than LNG the path loss could be expected
to be slightly lower than for LNG. This anticipation corresponds with the below
figure.
Figure 4.12: Path loss in model with paraffin
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4.3 Error analysis
One of the goals of the new design is that it should be easy installable. Deviations
from the ideal installation parameters might occur due to error from the craftsmen
which are installing the bottom absorber. This means that e.g. an offset from the
symmetry line of the waveguide or a deviation in the polarization (E-field not nor-
mal to the steps), should not have a negative influence on the attenuation.
To check out possible deviations in the results, simulations with the above men-
tioned errors are done. Regarding polarization the most interesting case is for small
deflection angles, which is more likely than big deflections. In figure 4.13(a) the po-
larization is turned 15◦ compared to the polarization normal to the grooves. When
(a) Angeled polarization (b) Normal
Figure 4.13: Polarization test Type1
compared to figure 4.5 on page 27 it can be seen that the attenuation is close to un-
changed except for some dB less attenuation at the peak values.
One of the most important issues in the new design is the lack of influence on
the backscatter due to sideways movement. In figure 4.14(a) the bottom absorber
has an offset of 2mm compared to the earlier simulations.
As could be seen the peak attenuation at 10.4GHz is approximately 10dB stronger,
for the rest of the sweep only small deviations is present.
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(a) 2mm offset (b) Normal
Figure 4.14: Offset test Type1
The same test as for type1 were done on the type 2 design.
(a) Angeled polarization (b) Normal
Figure 4.15: Polarization test Type2
As could be seen small variation in polarization has more or less no influence on
the type 2 absorbent. The attenuation is actually slightly higher with an angeled
polarization.
For the type2 absorber an offset of 9 mm was introduced. With this offset the sym-
metry line of the waveguide is in the middle of highest part of the structure, not at
the step as in the preceding simulations.
As expected the backscatter of type 2 is under stronger influence due to sideways
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(a) 9mm offset (b) Normal
Figure 4.16: Offset test Type2
movement. The biggest difference compared with earlier simulations on the type2
absorber is again the attenuation at the resonance of the bottom absorber. Here the
attenuation is approximately 10dB stronger. For the rest of the sweep the deviation
is smaller, the attenuation is slightly decreased.
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Chapter 5
Testing
To check out the design of the bottom absorber, some real life testing has been
done. As mentioned earlier the access to LNG test facilities is not possible. These
tests were therefore done with paraffin as the reference fluid. The creation and tests
were done at the facilities of Kongsberg Maritime Trondheim.
5.1 Creation of Bottom Absorber
The bottom absorber was created on the basis of the calculations and simulations
done for paraffin. The steps seen in figure 5.1(a) was milled off a metal plate with a
milling machine. Two different bottom absorbers was created, both with the same
depth of the ditches and the same ratio of combination but with different width of
the subsections.
(a) Metal plate with the structure of Type1 (b) Type2 absorber with filled steps.
In type 1 the total width of each subsection is 10mm, ditch depth of 4mm and
width of 6mm. Type 2 has subsections of 30mm, ditch depth of 4mm but with a
width of 18mm. The RAM is delivered in plates of 1x1 foot and to make them fit
the ditches it was sliced into appropriate size. The RAM was only available with
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a thickness of 2mm, so the ditches was filled with two layers on top of each other
to reach the hight of 4mm. This leads to a surface shown in figure 5.1(b) , here
type2. On top of this surface a new layer of 2mm RAM was placed so that the
configuration with thickness of 2 and 6mm was obtained (below picture).
Figure 5.1: The end result. Type2 on top, Type1 at the bottom.
5.2 Measurement set-up
To do the measurements a small scale model of the system was used. The setup
used is shown in figures 5.2 to 5.6.
An automatic network analyzer (ANA) from Agilent Technologies was used as
a signal unit. It was considered to use the FMCW radar unit, but the possibility
to measure and access the measured data in its complex form was found to be an
advantage. The ANA was connected to a launcher which launched the signal into
the wave guide. The waveguide has an angeled termination as in the real system.
This to reduce diffraction phenomena at the guide end. The bottom absorber was
placed underneath the waveguide in a small tub so it could be tested against liquid,
here paraffin. The height from the waveguide termination to the absorbent plate
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Figure 5.2: Measurement set-up
was approximately 85mm, measured from the middle of the angeled cut.
Figure 5.3: Bucket with the bottom absorber placed underneath an angel-cut wave
guide
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5.3 Measurement against air
To get a correct result the ANA had to be calibrated using a calibration kit in a spe-
cial procedure. This is essential so that impedance aberrations, lossy contacts and
cables is taken under considerations and compensated for.
An investigation prior to the measurement with liquid is of big importance
since this will give a characterization of the equipment and serve as reference mea-
surements. Another important possibility is to find the impedance of the bottom
absorber "‘seen"’ by the ANA. These test brings us one step closer to taking a deci-
sion if the idea with different thicknesses combinated at a certain ratio is feasible.
5.3.1 The echo signal
The ANA performs a signal sweep over a certain bandwidth. Here a sweep from
9-11GHz with 1601 increments are used. The ANA senses the backscatter and
presents the results with the S11 parameters. To find the distance to the object the
data is transformed to the time domain with the help of fourier transformation. A
normal echo signal can be seen in figure 5.4. The upper signal is the raw data in the
Figure 5.4: Normal reflection from an metal plate in the time domain.
time domain, presented in the most interesting area. The bottom figure is weighted
with a Hanning function. Hanning is a known weighting function to suppress side
lobes and to handle the sideband effects. As could be seen from the bottom figure
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in 5.4 this leads to a concentration of energy in the echoes, the side lobes have less
influence on the echo, hence the echoes are easier to distinguish.
Figure 5.4 is the range plot of an echo from a metal surface placed underneath the
wave guide. This metal surface is nothing more than the backside of the absorber,
which then serves as a perfect range reference.
To smoothen the echo signal, an interpolation of the signal is done by adding a
number of zeros to the end of the spectrum. Even though this action increased the
effective sample rate, no new information are added [9]. A windowed and interpo-
lated echo signal is shown in figure 5.5. By analyzing the echo signal together with
the measurement set-up it is possible to follow the signal through the set-up and
determine what the certain echoes represents.
Figure 5.5: Prosessed echo signal for metal plate.
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Figure 5.6: Theoretical values for the set-up
The first echo at zero distance is due to mismatch in the connection between the
cable from the ANA and the cable of the antenna. The next echo is from the feed
on top of the antenna. Echo number 4 represents the sensed object, in this figure
a metal plate. This will serve as a reference and the calculated electrical distance
from the reference (number 1 in figure 5.6) is 1814mm. Echo number 3 represents
the transition from the launcher to the wave-guide. In the setup used there is no
galvanic contact in the flange between the feed and the waveguide. The air gap
which is present here will produce an echo. The electric distance is measured to be
743mm from the reference plane (echo 1).The measured distance between echo 3
and 4 is then 1071mm.
The propagation speed in the waveguide is lower than in free space. In this waveg-
uide the propagation speed, when filled with air, is approximately 93.6% of the
speed of light 1. The distance from 3 to 4 in figure 5.6 can theorethically be calcu-
lated to 1076mm. when the reduced velocity is taken under consideration. This
gives a variance of 5mm. The variance can be due to measurements errors, but
when using a bandwith of 2GHz 5mm is a bit to much.
To get the theoretical calculated distance to correspond with the measured elec-
1With D=50mm, f=10GHz and er=1 it could be seen from 2.5 on page 6 that the speed in the
waveguide is Vguide = 280.6mmGHz
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trical length, the relative velocity in the waveguide has to be 94.1% of the speed
of light. An explanation can be found by taking a closer look at echo number 5.
Due to its position this echo could be interpreted as the rebounce of echo number
2 mirrored around echo 3 (same distance from 2 to 3 as 3 to 5), but when taking
its echo strength under consideration, which is approximately 33dB to strong for
a rebounce of echo 2, this explanation is rejected. Due to the air gap between the
launcher and the waveguide it is highly possible that a higher order mode is cre-
ated and echo number 5 is a double transit of such a mode. If this is present, a
transformation of only 2% of the siganl energy would be adeuqate. Half of this en-
ergy is propagating back towards the ANA, but this energy would be reflected in
the cone of the launcher (only fundametal mode will pass) and propagate back to
the airgap. In the airgap 2% of the energy of a higher order mode will then convert
back to the fundamental mode. This echo can be described as echo 5.
Regarding the distance error of echo 3 the explanation can be exactly this possibil-
ity of energy conversion in the air gap. With such a conversion there is often a local
energy storage around the step which would have an influence on both the group
time delay and the reflected and transmitted signal in fundamental mode.
5.3.2 Bottom absorber impedance calculations
The purpose of the bottom absorber is merely to reduce the backscatter from un-
derneath the waveguide. For the absorber to work, the energy has to be able to
pass through the interface between the liquid and absorbent. As explained in pre-
vious chapters, for the energy to be transmitted into the RAM and not be reflected
at the interface, the impedance of the medias on each side of the interface have to
be equal. The test liquid used has the impedance Zpar = 251Ω, hence the desired
impedance "‘seen"’ on the surface of the absorber is Zabs = 251Ω.
The whole system can be seen as a parallel to an arbitrary two-port with scattering
matrix [S] as shown in the below figure.
A series expansion can be done and has the form [7]:
Γin = S11 +
S221 · Γ
1− S22 · Γ (5.1)
When transformed to the time domain, unwanted echoes can be filtrated. The
parameter which tells us how the bottom absorber influence the signal (S21) can
then easily be distinguished.
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Figure 5.7: Two port.
As mentioned the measurements done with a metal surface at the bottom serves as
a reference. The metal surface is regarded as a short-circuit, hence the reflection is
a known coefficient, Γshort = −1 [7]. In this case this is not the entire truth because
Γshort will contain an additional damping factor and a phase shift due to the propa-
gation of the signal. With reference to equation 2.13 to 2.16 on page 8 the reflection
coefficient for the metal surface can be expressed as:
Γmetal = Γshort · e−α2Re−j2kR (5.2)
When doing these measurements on the bottom absorber, the reflection coeffi-
cient Γabs will contain the same parameters as for Γmetal . Since the propagation path
is the same as for metal and Γshort is known, the true reflection coefficient for the
bottom absorber "‘seen"’ by the ANA can be found:
Γabs =
ΓabsTrue · e−α2Re−j2kR
Γshort · e−α2Re−j2kR
=
ΓabsTrue
−1 = Γ−absTrue (5.3)
Since the media above the surface is air, which is characterized by the free space
impedance Zair = 377Ω, the impedance of the absorber "‘seen"’ by the ANA can
now be calculated using equation 2.11 on page 7.
ΓabsTrue =
Zabs − Zair
Zabs + Zair
=⇒ Zabs = 377 · 1− ΓabsTrue1+ ΓabsTrue (5.4)
Γabs is obtained by doing measurements with the absorbent placed in the bottom of
the tub, without liquid.
It could be seen from figure 5.8 that type1 absorber has a lower impedance than
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(a) Type1
(b) Type2
Figure 5.8: Input impedance for the bottom absorber
paraffin. At center frequency the real part is 244.5Ω and imaginary component
-45Ω which makes the bottom absorber capacitive.
Type 2 has a higher input impedance, real part of 252Ω and an imaginary part
of 11Ω which implies a slightly inductive bottom absorber.
A positive result seen form figure 5.8 is that the absorber is quite frequency inde-
pendent. One way to get an idea about the frequency dependence is by taking a
look at the Q-factor [18]. In this case the the Q- factor is given by
Q =
f0
2
·
∂
∂ f Im
Re
| f0 (5.5)
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With the help of the above figure the Q-factors is found to be:
Type1 : Q =
10
2
· (5+ 75)/(10.8− 9.2)
244.5
= 1.02
Type2 : Q =
10
2
· (55+ 5)/(10.8− 9.2)
252
= 0.74
With Q value of about 1 and lower it can be said that the bottom absorber is quite
frequency independent and with a wider bandwidth. It could be seen that the
impedance tends to fall when the frequency increases. This is due to the fact that the
radiation angle decreases when the frequency increases, the radiated energy will be
more concentrated which again will produce a slight increase in the reflection.
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5.4 Measurements with paraffin
To check out the designed bottom absorber a series of test with paraffin were done.
Paraffin was pumped into the tub shown in figure 5.3 on page 37 at certain inter-
vals. This amount is in the first coloum of the table, referred to as setting. To deter-
mine the ullage and hence also the measured level, the reference measurement was
used. The table below summarize the results.
Measured
Setting (mm) Level (mm) Echo strength (dB) Difference (mm) remarks
Reference 0.0 -11.0307 0.0
0 11.0783 -23.9617 11.0783
3 0.2887 -23.1774 -2.7113
10 14.2354 -23.3714 4.2354
30 30.9840 -21.1340 0.9840
50 52.5477 -21.4787 2.5477
70 58.4500 -17.6310 -11.5500
80 72.5747 -16.9876 -7.4253
90 86.9577 -16.1084 -3.0423
100 101.5276 -15.5358 1.5276 outlet covered
150 144.8572 -15.2820 -5.1428
200 197.1337 -15.3028 -2.8663
Table 5.1: Measurements with paraffin
As could be seen from figure 5.9 the echo strength tends to stabilize when the liquid
is in the waveguide.
The expected reflection air - paraffin in the waveguide is -13.2dB2. The values mea-
sured are influenced by attenuation in the system, when inside the waveguide the
attenuation from the pipe itself is also a part of the measured value. A measure-
ment with a metal plug covering the outlet lead to an attenuation in the waveguide
of approximately 1.6dB. The real echo produced at the interface air - paraffin in the
waveguide can be calculated to be -15.3dB + 1.6dB = -13.7dB. The echo strength
produced at the interface is 0.5dB lower than expected. This can be an indication
that the permittivity of the paraffin used is lower than 2.25 (lower permittivity gives
higher impedance –> impedance closer to air leads to a lower reflection.)
2Equation 2.6 gives us Γ = 258.3−402.4258.3+402.4 = -0.218.
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Figure 5.9: Echo strength at different levels.
Some uncertainty can be expected regarding the real level of fluid since it was
measured with an inch rule and the human eye.
Figure 5.10: Difference plot
With a level of 85 mm the liquid is covering half of the waveguide opening. From
the above figure it could be seen that as long as the liquid is inside the waveguide
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the sat level corresponds to the measured level. Only small deviations is present
for the whole test series, mostly all of the test are inside a ± 5 mm certainty. One
big deviation is at approximately 70mmwhen the measured level is 11.5mm below
the real level. The echo strength produced at this level is normal compared to the
others hence this deviation might caused by reading error.
Another deviation is at zero level, when no liquid is on top of the bottom absorber.
This is a known phenomena when coming to resonance structures. In this case the
bottom seems to closer than the true distance. With an impedance lower (paraffin)
than the reference impedance (air), there will be a lift in the phase-frequency char-
acteristic which is the component the distance measurements are based upon.
When reaching a certain level of liquid in the tub the echo from the bottom
absorber starts to separate from the much stronger liquid echo. In figure 5.11 it is
possible to sort out the bottom echo which have an echo strength of approximately
-36.1dB.
Figure 5.11: Echo from subnerged bottom absorber
With the expected permittivity of paraffin is 2.25 (index of refraction approx
1.5) it is legal to assume that the echo is 3.5dB higher than surrounded by air. The
path loss for the setup-up in air (from the measurement with the metal plate) is
found to be -11.1dB. The isolated echo strength from the bottom absorber can then
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be presented as -36.1 -3.5 + 11.1 = -28.5dB. The distance from the the liquid and
the bottom absorber in this example is 200mm. The echo separation should then
be approximately 300mm due to the index of refraction of paraffin. The distance
is measured to be approximately 263mm. This is a bit smaller than wanted which
implies that this echo location is under strong influence of the much stronger liquid
echo.
When using the measurement where the level is 150mm the measured distance
is approximately 223, which when divided by 1.5 gives us 149mm. This is in accor-
dance with the real level and the signal strength is then -37.5dB. This implies -37.5
-3.5 + 11.1 = -29.9dB.
Based on these rough calculations the actual echo from the bottom absorber
seems to be around -30db which means that just 0.1% of the energy that reaches the
bottom absorber is reflected.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
In this section some of the results and methods are discussed in order to validate
the ideas and trade-offs.
6.1 Thickness
When choosing the thickness in section 3.2 on page 17 it is referred to better band-
width when choosing a combination of thickness of 2mm and 6mm. These state-
ments have been experienced in the pre-study. If the model with the absorbing
material backed with a metal plate is transformed to a circuit equivalent one expla-
nation of this phenomena can be found. At thickness 1 and 3 we have a trailing
edge (3.3) which will give us a resonant circuit in parallel. Thickness 2 is located on
a leading edge which will give a series resonance circuit.
Figure 6.1: Resonant circuits
A combination of two parallel resonators gives a higher bandwidth than one in
series and one in parallel.
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6.2 Permittivity of paraffin
It can be seen from the test results in section 5.4 that the echo from the paraffin tends
to stabilize at approximately -15.3dB. 1.6dB is due to loss in the waveguide (ref
measurements with metal plug), hence the real echo from the fluid is -13.7dB. By
using equation 2.11 on page 7 with the wave impedance in the waveguide and the
measured reflection, the impedance of paraffin can be found to be approximately
Zpar=265. This leads to a permittivity of about 2.
6.3 Bottom absorber calculations
The starting point regarding the combination ratio of different thicknesses are stated
in Chapter 3, equation 3.4 on page 19. Here the wanted reflection is 0 which im-
plies that the impedance of the reference media is the same as the designed bottom
absorber.
In section 5.3.2 on page 41 the input impedance of the bottom absorber de-
signed for paraffin was found using air as a reference medium. Air and the bottom
absorber have different impedance hence there will be a reflection at the interface.
To do tests with the liquid which the bottom absorber is designed for can some
times be quite challenging. The use of air as a reference medium would be very
useful and practical, so a possible deviation is checked out.
If the reference medium is different frommediumwhich the bottom absorber is
designed for equation 3.4 on page 19 can be written as:
Γ1 · k2 + (1− k2) · Γ2 =
ZbottomAbsorber − Zre f erenceMedium
ZbottomAbsorber + Zre f erenceMedium
(6.1)
If the the bottom absorber is referred to as ZL and the reference medium is air the
above equation can be written as:
k2 · R1− Z0R1+ Z0 + (1− k2) ·
R3− Z0
R3+ Z0
=
ZL − Z0
ZL + Z0
(6.2)
⇓
ZL = Z0 ·
1+ (k2 · R1−Z0R1+Z0 + (1− k2) ·
R3−Z0
R3+Z0
)
1− (k2 · R1−Z0R1+Z0 + (1− k2) ·
R3−Z0
R3+Z0
)
(6.3)
where R1 and R3 is the real part of the impedance with thickness 1 and 3 ref. ta-
ble 3.2 on page 18.
When comparing these ways of testing the input impedance the difference is al-
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most neglectable. In figure 6.3 the input impedance vs the ratio of combination is
plotted with both air and paraffin as reference medium. The black circles on the
Figure 6.2: Validation of air measurements
above figure points out the ratio and the corresponding input impedance obtained
in EMDS. As could be seen the circle for paraffin (Z = 251Ω) and LNG (Z = 292Ω)
is practically speaking on the line which represents air as a reference medium.
This realization leads to a much easier way of testing the bottom absorber.
6.4 Input impedance of the bottom absorber
The input impedance found in section 5.3.2 on page 41 has for both types just small
deviations from the wanted value of 251Ω. The type 1 design has a slightly lower
impedance than wanted. In order to increase the input impedance for the bottom
absorber designed for paraffin the section of the RAM with thickness of 2mm has
to be increased. The bottom absorber was simulated with a ratio 40/60 despite that
the calculations gave a ratio of 42.68/57.32. The ratio 40/60 was chosen as a "‘prac-
tical ratio"’ since simulations with the calculated ratio had more or less the same
results.
From the discoveries in the test this can indicate that the calculated ratio is a better
starting point.
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On both the type 1 and the type 2 design an imaginary part was sensed. The
biggest deflections where found in the type 1 design which had an imaginary part
of Zimag = −45Ω. This implies a capacitive behavior. One explanation can be the
design of the metal plate and its grooves. Capasativity implies storage of energy.
When taking a look at the simulation of the step there is clearly a congestion of
energy around the step and thus an explanation of the capasative behavior. When
increasing the sizes as in type 2 there is longer distances between the steps. With
this increased distance the energy congestion does not influence the total result in
the same way.
When trying analyze the influence of the capasative / inductive part regarding
matching, a comparison with the standing wave ratio (SWR) is a useful start. This
can be done by plotting the backscatter of both bottom absorbers together with
a circle representating the SWR. This plot can be done in the Smith chart or in a
rectangular plot as here. A SWR = 1.2 corresponds to a reflection of approximately
-21dB. To get the right size of the SWR circle its radius and center has to be found.
SWRcenter =
251(s+ 1/s)
2
=
251(1.2+ 1/1.2)
2
= 255.2
SWRrad =
251(s− 1/s)
2
=
251(1.2− 1/1.2)
2
= 46.0
This together with the complex backscatter from measurements on the type 1
and 2 bottom absorber creates the figure as shown in 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Input impedance vs SWR
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The idea as mentioned in the start of this paper was to design a non symetric, easy
installable bottom absorber. To get the absorber to serve its purpose it should be
designed to match a reference medium. Since testing with LNG is unpractical, a
bottom absorber design to match paraffin with an impedance of 251Ωwas created.
Due to the test results it can be said that the design criteria is within range. Only
a small correction in the ratio of the type 1 absorber will lead to a perfect match to
paraffin. In the test with paraffin the reflection from the bottom absorber was cal-
culated to be -30dB. This means that only 0.1% of the incident energy is reflected.
The difference in strength between the echo from paraffin and the echo from the
bottom absorber is 16dB. This means that the echo from paraffin is something like
40 times as strong and should be possible to detect.
From simulations and during the tests it was found that the design was adaptive
regarding sideways movement and small distortions in polarization. This will ease
the problems concerning installation problems.
During the analysis it was also discovered that doing test with air as a reference,
though the bottom absorber is designed to match other impedances, is a valid way
of doing impedance tests. Only small deviations were found.
The end result of the design is of such a character that Kongsberg Maritime is will-
ing to realize / adapt the idea and use it in their commercial level gauge system.
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7.1 Future Work
As mentioned the phenomenas near the bottom absorber is quite complex. The
imaginary part of the reflection obtained from the bottom absorber varied from
type 1 to type 2. A study of the diffraction phenomenas around the steps and the
interaction between the subsections will probably give some answers regarding
this.
One way of coming closer to an imaginary part equal to zero could be by varying
the total size of each subsection. 10mm for type 1 and 30mm for type 2 are investi-
gated. Maybe a subsection with total width of 20mm would have a imaginary part
closer to zero. The simulated responce is shown in the appendix.
At the end of my study a way of extracting data from the simulation programme
was found. It is then possible to track the signal with the help of analysis in e.g
Matlab. This makes it possible to design simulation models closer to the real sys-
tem.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Derivation of Input Impedance [6,p299-300].
Free space wave number: ko = w
√
µ0e0
The intrinsic impedance Z of the material:
Z = Z0
√
µr/er
where
Z0 =
√
µ0/e0
For a flat metallic surface coated with a layer of dielectic material with thickness
d, the normalized input impedance η is given by
η =
√
µrertanh(jk0d
√
erµr)
When not normalized and combined with the intrinsic impedance and the free-
space wave number we get
Z =
√
µ0/e0
√
µr/er
=
√
µ/e
Zi =
√
µetanh(jdw
√
µ0e0
√
erµr)
= Ztanh(jwd
√
eµ)
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A.2 Simulation
A.2.1 Currents in bottom absorber
60
A.2.2 E-field near bottom in simulation model
Figure A.1: E-field near bottom
A.2.3 S11 for paraffin with ideal ratio
Figure A.2: S11 for paraffin with ideal ratio
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A.2.4 S11 for paraffin subsection-width = 20mm
Figure A.3: Width of subsection = 20mm
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A.3 Matlab code
A.3.1 Input Impedance of RAM
1 c l ea r a l l ;
2
3
4 %% Cons t an t s
5 Er = 10 .5 − j ∗0 . 3 ;
6 Ur = 1.2− j ∗0 . 5 ; %p e rm a b i l i t y
7 E0=8.8541878176e−12; %p e rm i t t i v i t y o f vacum
8 U0=4∗pi∗10^−7; %p e rm a b i l i t y o f vacum
9 c=3e8 ; %spe ed o f l i g h t
10 f =10e9 ; %f r e qu en c y
11 l a=c/f ; %wave l eng th
12 w = 2∗pi∗ f ; %angu la r f e qu en cy
13 T = 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 : . 0 1 ;
14 Zr = sqr t ( ( Ur∗U0)/ ( Er∗E0 ) ) %i n t r i n s i c impedance
15 Yr = ( ( j∗w)/ c )∗ ( sqr t ( Er∗Ur ) ) ; %The p r o p a g a t i o n c on s t a n t
16
17 Zin=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗T ) ) ; %input impedance
18
19
20 %% PLOT
21 f igure1 = f igure ( ’ PaperSize ’ , [ 2 0 . 9 8 2 9 . 6 8 ] ) ;
22
23 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 , ’ Parent ’ , f igure1 , . . .
24 ’ XTickLabel ’ , { ’ 0 ’ , ’ 1mm’ , ’ 2mm’ , ’ 3mm’ , ’ 4mm’ , ’ 5mm’ , ’ 6mm’ , ’ 7mm’ , ’ 8mm’ , ’ 9mm’ , ’ 10mm’ } ) ;
25 box ( ’on ’ ) ;
26 grid ( ’ on ’ ) ;
27 hold ( ’ a l l ’ ) ;
28 plot (T , r ea l ( Zin ) )
29 xlabel ( ’ Thickness T ’ )
30 ylabel ( ’ Real par t ’ )
31 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 , ’ Parent ’ , f igure1 , . . .
32 ’ XTickLabel ’ , { ’ 0 ’ , ’ 1mm’ , ’ 2mm’ , ’ 3mm’ , ’ 4mm’ , ’ 5mm’ , ’ 6mm’ , ’ 7mm’ , ’ 8mm’ , ’ 9mm’ , ’ 10mm’ } ) ;
33 box ( ’on ’ ) ;
34 grid ( ’ on ’ ) ;
35 hold ( ’ a l l ’ ) ;
36 plot (T , imag ( Zin ) )
37 xlabel ( ’ Thickness T ’ )
38 ylabel ( ’ Imaginary part ’ )
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A.3.2 Combination calculations
1 c l ea r a l l ;
2 c l f
3 %% Cons t an t s
4 Er = 10 .5 − j ∗0 . 3 ;
5 Ur = 1.2− j ∗0 . 5 ; %p e rm a b i l i t y
6 E0=8.8541878176e−12; %p e rm i t t i v i t y o f vacum
7 U0=4∗pi∗10^−7; %p e rm a b i l i t y o f vacum
8 c=3e8 ; %spe ed o f l i g h t
9 f =10e9 ; %f r e qu en c y
10 l a=c/f ; %wave l eng th
11 w = 2∗pi∗ f ; %angu la r f e qu en cy
12 Z_LNG = 292 ;
13 Z0 = 377 ;
14 Z_par = 251 ;
15 T = 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 : . 0 1 ; %
16 k = 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 : 1 ;
17
18 Zr = sqr t ( ( Ur∗U0)/ ( Er∗E0 ) ) ; %i n t r i n s i c impedance
19 Yr = ( ( j∗w)/ c )∗ ( sqr t ( Er∗Ur ) ) ; %The p r o p a g a t i o n c on s t a n t depends on t h e r a d a r f r e q u en c y
20 Z=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗T ) ) ; %input impedance
21
22 %% Combinat ion with g iv en t h i c k n e s s .
23 t1 =2 .0/1000 ; %imag = 0 r e =412.8
24 t2 =4 .0/1000 ; %imag=0 r e =109.3
25 t3 =6 .00/1000 ; %imag=0 r e =174
26
27 Z1=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 1 ) ) ; %input impedance
28 Z2=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 2 ) ) ;
29 Z3=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 3 ) ) ;
30
31 %% LNG %%
32 Gamma1=( (Z1)−Z_LNG)/ ( ( Z1)+Z_LNG) ; %R e f l e c t i o n c o e f f wi th LNG with g iv en t h i c k n e s s
33 Gamma3=( (Z3)−Z_LNG)/ ( ( Z3)+Z_LNG) ;
34
35 Gamma_t1_t3 = k .∗Gamma1 + (1−k ) .∗Gamma3;
36
37 %% PARAFFIN %%
38
39 Gamma1_par= ( (Z1)−Z_par ) / ( ( Z1)+Z_par )
40 Gamma3_par= ( (Z3)−Z_par ) / ( ( Z3)+Z_par ) ;
41
42 Gamma_par = k .∗Gamma1_par + (1−k ) .∗Gamma3_par ;
43
44 %% PLOT %%
45 f igure ( 1 )
46 plot ( k , r ea l ( Gamma_t1_t3 ) )
47 t i t l e ( ’ Rat io of combination with t =2mm and t =6mm’ )
48 xlabel ( ’ Rat io k ’ )
49 ylabel ( ’ Real par t of summarized r e f l e c t i on , r e a l ( \Gamma_\Sigma ) ’ )
50 axis ( [ 0 1 −0.25 0 . 2 ] )
51 grid on
52
53 f igure ( 2 )
54 plot ( k , r ea l (Gamma_par ) )
55 t i t l e ( ’ Rat io of combination with t =2mm and t =6mm’ )
56 xlabel ( ’ Rat io k ’ )
57 ylabel ( ’ Real par t of summarized r e f l e c t i on , r e a l ( \Gamma_\Sigma ) ’ )
58 axis ( [ 0 1 −0.25 0 . 2 ] )
59 grid on
60
61 %% Gamma v a l u e s f o r g iv en $k_2$
62
63 %Gamma12 = 0.7728∗Gamma1 + (1−0.7728)∗Gamma2
64 Gamma13 = 0.5949∗Gamma1 + (1−0.5949)∗Gamma3
65
66 %Gamma12_test = 0.6∗Gamma1 + (1−0.6)∗Gamma2
67 Gamma_par_test = 0.4∗Gamma1_par + (1−0.4)∗Gamma3_par
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A.3.3 Measurements with air
1 c l ea r a l l
2 c l f
3 %% DATA IMPORT %%%
4 s11 = importdata ( ’ Type1_luft . d1 ’ , ’ , ’ , 9 ) ;
5 s11Real = s11 . data ( : , 1 ) ;
6 s11Imag = s11 . data ( : , 2 ) ;
7
8 s11_2 = importdata ( ’ Type2_luft . d1 ’ , ’ , ’ , 9 ) ;
9 s11Real_2 = s11_2 . data ( : , 1 ) ;
10 s11Imag_2 = s11_2 . data ( : , 2 ) ;
11
12 s11_refmet = importdata ( ’ refmet . d1 ’ , ’ , ’ , 9 ) ;
13 s11_refmetReal = s11_refmet . data ( : , 1 ) ;
14 s11_refmetImag = s11_refmet . data ( : , 2 ) ;
15
16
17 %% BACKSCATTER %%%
18 r e f l = ( s11Real − j∗s11Imag ) ;
19 r e f l _ 2 = ( s11Real_2 − j∗s11Imag_2 ) ;
20 r e f l _ r e fme t = ( s11_refmetReal − j∗s11_refmetImag ) ;
21
22
23 %% CONSTANTS %%%
24 N = length ( r e f l ) ;
25 n = 1 :N;
26
27 f req = 9+2∗1602/1601∗(n−1)/N;
28 c = 300 ;
29 k = 2∗pi∗ f req/c ;
30 F = c/sqr t (1 )/2/( f req (N)−(2∗ f req (1)− f r eq ( 2 ) ) ) ;
31 bw = freq (N)−(2∗ f req (1)− f r eq ( 2 ) ) ;
32 %hann = 2∗ s i n ( p i∗n /N) . ^ 2 ;
33
34
35 %% ANALYSis / TRANSFORM %%%
36 han = 2∗sin ( pi∗(n−1/2)/N) . ^ 2 ;
37 analyse = i f f t ( r e f l ’ ) ;
38 analyse_2 = i f f t ( r e f l _ 2 ’ ) ;
39 analyse_refmet = i f f t ( r e f l _ re fmet ’ ) ;
40
41 analysehan_refmet = 2∗ i f f t ( han .∗ re f l _ re fmet ’ ) ;
42 powhan_refmet = ( abs ( analysehan_refmet ) . ^ 2 ) ;
43 [ a b ] = max ( powhan_refmet ) ;
44 cog_refmet = b−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗ powhan_refmet ( b−2:b+2))/sum( powhan_refmet ( b−2:b+2) )
45 Pcog = 2/3∗sum( powhan_refmet ( b−2:b+2) )
46
47 analysehan = 2∗ i f f t ( han .∗ r e f l ’ ) ;
48 powhan = ( abs ( analysehan ) . ^ 2 ) ;
49 [ a b ] = max (powhan ( 2 0 : 3 0 ) ) ;
50 b= b+19
51 cog = b−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan(b−2:b+2))/sum(powhan(b−2:b+2) )
52
53 analysehan_2 = 2∗ i f f t ( han .∗ r e f l _ 2 ’ ) ;
54 powhan_2 = ( abs ( analysehan_2 ) . ^ 2 ) ;
55 [ a b ] = max ( powhan_2 ( 2 0 : 3 0 ) ) ;
56 b= b+19
57 cog_2 = b−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan_2 ( b−2:b+2))/sum( powhan_2 ( b−2:b+2) )
58
59
60 %% FILTER %%%%
61 a n a l y s e f i l t = analysehan ;
62 a n a l y s e f i l t ( 1 : 2 0 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 2 0 ) ) ; a n a l y s e f i l t ( 31 : 1601 )= zeros ( s ize ( 3 1 : 1 6 0 1 ) ) ;
63
64 ana l y s e f i l t _ r e fme t = analysehan_refmet ;
65 ana l y s e f i l t _ r e fme t ( 1 : 2 0 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 2 0 ) ) ; a n a l y s e f i l t _ r e fme t ( 31 : 1601 )= zeros ( s ize ( 3 1 : 1 6 0 1 ) ) ;
66
67 an a l y s e f i l t _ 2 = analysehan_2 ;
68 an a l y s e f i l t _ 2 ( 1 : 2 0 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 2 0 ) ) ; a n a l y s e f i l t _ 2 (31 : 1601 )= zeros ( s ize ( 3 1 : 1 6 0 1 ) ) ;
69
65
70 %% SHIFT %%%%
71 r e f l f i l t h a n = f f t ( a n a l y s e f i l t ) ;
72 r e f l f i l t = r e f l f i l t h a n .∗ ( 1 . / han ) ; %f j e r n e r hanning
73 r e f l f i l t B a nd = r e f l f i l t ;
74 r e f l f i l t B a nd (1 : 1 00 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 1 0 0 ) ) ;
75 r e f l f i l t B a nd ((1601−100) :1601)= zeros ( s ize ( ( 1 601 −100 ) : 1 601 ) ) ;
76 r e f l s h i f t = r e f l f i l t B a nd .∗ exp ( j∗2∗pi∗cog_refmet∗n/N) ;
77
78 r e f l f i l t h an _ r e fme t= f f t ( ana l y s e f i l t _ r e fme t ) ;
79 r e f l f i l t _ r e fm e t = r e f l f i l t h an _ r e fme t .∗ ( 1 . / han ) ;
80 r e f l f i l t B and_ r e fme t = r e f l f i l t _ r e fm e t ;
81 r e f l f i l t B and_ r e fme t ( 1 : 1 00 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 1 0 0 ) ) ;
82 r e f l f i l t B and_ r e fme t ( (1601−100) :1601)= zeros ( s ize ( ( 1 601 −100 ) : 1 601 ) ) ;
83 r e f l s h i f t _ r e fme t = r e f l f i l t B and_ r e fme t .∗ exp ( j∗2∗pi∗cog_refmet∗n/N) ;
84
85 r e f l f i l t h a n _ 2 = f f t ( a n a l y s e f i l t _ 2 ) ;
86 r e f l f i l t _ 2 = r e f l f i l t h a n _ 2 .∗ ( 1 . / han ) ;
87 r e f l f i l t B and_ 2 = r e f l f i l t _ 2 ;
88 r e f l f i l t B and_ 2 ( 1 : 1 00 )= zeros ( s ize ( 1 : 1 0 0 ) ) ;
89 r e f l f i l t B and_ 2 ( (1601−100) :1601)= zeros ( s ize ( ( 1 601 −100 ) : 1 601 ) ) ;
90 r e f l s h i f t _ 2 = r e f l f i l t B and_ 2 .∗ exp ( j∗2∗pi∗cog_refmet∗n/N) ;
91
92 %% IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS %%
93
94 ref lAbs_korr1 = r e f l s h i f t ./(− r e f l s h i f t _ r e fme t ) ;
95 re f lAbs_korr2 = r e f l s h i f t _ 2 ./(− r e f l s h i f t _ r e fme t ) ;
96 Zabs_1 = 377∗((1+ ref lAbs_korr1 )./(1− re f lAbs_korr1 ) ) ;
97 Zabs_2 = 377∗((1+ ref lAbs_korr2 )./(1− re f lAbs_korr2 ) ) ;
98
99 %% VSWR CIRCLE %%
100
101 s = 1 . 2 ;
102 cen ter = 250∗( s +(1/ s ) )/2
103 radius = 250∗( s−(1/s ) )/2
104
105 G=1000;
106 angle=0:1/G:2∗ pi ;
107 x1= cente r +( radius∗cos ( angle ) ) ;
108 y1=radius∗sin ( angle ) ;
109
110 %% PLOT %%
111 f igure ( 1 )
112
113 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 )
114 plot ( ( n−1)∗F , 20∗ log10 ( abs ( analyse ) ) )
115 axis ( [ 0 3000 −70 0 ] )
116 t i t l e ( ’ Backsca t t e r in time domain . ’ )
117 xlabel ( ’ Distance in mm’ )
118 ylabel ( ’ Re f l e c t i on in dB ’ )
119 grid
120 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 )
121 plot ( ( n−1)∗F , 20∗ log10 ( abs ( analysehan ) ) )%
122 axis ( [ 0 3000 −70 0 ] )
123 t i t l e ( ’ Backsca t t e r in time domain with hanningweighing . ’ )
124 xlabel ( ’ Distance in mm’ )
125 ylabel ( ’ Re f l e c t i on in dB ’ )
126 grid
127
128
129 %f i g u r e ( 2 )
130 % p l o t ( f r e q , ang l e ( r e f l f i l t ) )% , n , ang l e ( r e f l s h i f t _ r e f m e t ) , ’ r ’ )
131 grid on
132 t i t l e ( ’Output . ’ )
133 xlabel ( ’ Frequency [GHz] ’ )
134 ylabel ( ’Amplitude ’ )
135
136
137 f igure ( 3 )
138 plot ( freq , r ea l ( Zabs_2 ) , freq , imag ( Zabs_2 ) )
139 axis ( [ 9 . 2 10 . 8 −100 300 ] )
140 legend ( ’ Real par t ’ , ’ Imaginary part ’ )
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141 t i t l e ( ’Measured impedance of the Bottom Absorber Type2 . ’ )
142 xlabel ( ’ Frequency (GHz) ’ )
143 ylabel ( ’ Impedance (Ohm) ’ )
144 grid on
145
146 f igure ( 4 )
147 plot ( r ea l ( Zabs_1 ) , imag ( Zabs_1 ) , r ea l ( Zabs_2 ) , imag ( Zabs_2 ) , ’ r ’ , x1 , y1 , ’ black ’ , . . .
148 r ea l ( Zabs_1 ( 8 0 1 ) ) , imag ( Zabs_1 ( 8 0 1 ) ) , ’ or ’ , r ea l ( Zabs_2 ( 8 0 1 ) ) , imag ( Zabs_2 ( 8 0 1 ) ) , ’ or ’ )
149 %ax i s ( ’ e qua l ’ ) ;
150
151 legend ( ’ Type1 ’ , ’ Type2 ’ , ’VSWR = 1 . 2 ’ , ’ Value a t 10GHz ’ )
152 t i t l e ( ’ Input Impedance of bottom absorbers vs VSWR c i r c l e . ’ )
153 xlabel ( ’ Real par t (Ohm) ’ )
154 ylabel ( ’ Imaginary part (Ohm) ’ )
155 grid
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A.3.4 Measurements with paraffin
1
2 c l ea r a l l
3 c l f
4
5 %% TAR INN S11 VERDIER FOR ALLE MÅLINGENE %%%
6 l = [ ’ refmet . d1 ’ ; ’DATA11 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA00 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA01 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA02 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA03 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA04 . d1 ’ ; . . .
7 ’DATA05 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA06 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA07 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA08 . d1 ’ ; ’DATA09 . d1 ’ ] ;
8 c e l l d a t a = c e l l s t r ( l ) ;
9 %f i l n a v n = [ ’ r e fm e t . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_ lu f t ’ ; ’ Type1_3mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_10mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_30mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_50mm . d1 ’ ; . . .
10 % ’Type1_70mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_80mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_90mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_100mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_150mm . d1 ’ ; ’ Type1_200mm . d1 ’ ] ;
11
12 sa t tLeve l = [0 0 3 10 30 50 70 80 90 100 150 2 0 0 ] ;
13
14 for p = 1 :12
15 v = c e l l d a t a (p ) ;
16
17 s11 = importdata ( char ( v ) , ’ , ’ , 9 ) ;
18 verd ier (p ) = s11 ;
19 s11Real = s11 . data ( : , 1 ) ;
20 s11Imag = s11 . data ( : , 2 ) ;
21 maaling = ( s11Real − j∗s11Imag ) ;
22 r e f l ( : , p ) = maaling ;
23 end
24
25
26 %% KONSTANTER %%%
27 N = length ( r e f l ( : , 1 ) ) ;
28 n = 1 :N;
29
30 f req = 9+2∗1602/1601∗(n−1)/N;
31 c = 300 ;
32 k = 2∗pi∗ f req/c ;
33 F = c/sqr t (1 )/2/( f req (N)−(2∗ f req (1)− f r eq ( 2 ) ) ) ;
34 bw = freq (N)−(2∗ f req (1)− f r eq ( 2 ) ) ;
35
36 %% ANALYSE / TRANSFORM %%%
37 han = HANN(N) ’ ;
38
39 for r = 1 :12
40 analysehan = 2∗ i f f t ( han .∗ r e f l ( : , r ) ’ ) ;
41 powhan = ( abs ( analysehan ) . ^ 2 ) ;
42 [ a b ] = max (powhan ( 2 0 : 3 0 ) ) ;
43 b = b+19;
44 b_mat ( : , r ) = b ;
45 cog = b−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan(b−2:b+2))/sum(powhan(b−2:b + 2 ) ) ;
46
47 cog_mat ( : , r ) = cog ;
48 avst_mat ( : , r ) = cog∗F ;
49 di f f_mat ( : , r ) = avst_mat ( : , 1 ) − avst_mat ( : , r ) ;
50 Pcog = (2/3)∗sum(powhan(b−2:b + 2 ) ) ;
51 Pcog_mat ( : , r ) = Pcog ;
52 PcogdB = 10∗ log10 ( Pcog ) ;
53 PcogdB_mat ( : , r ) = PcogdB ;
54
55 navn ( : , r ) = [ c e l l d a t a ( r ) PcogdB avst_mat ( r )/1000 ]
56 end
57
58 avst_mat ( 1 0 : 1 2 ) = avst_mat ( 9 ) + ( avst_mat (10:12)− avst_mat ( 9 ) )∗ 0 . 9 3 6 ;
59 ullage_mat = avst_mat (1)− avst_mat ;
60
61 %% Values f o r pk t 3 and 4 %%
62
63 l ist_number = 11 ;
64 u l lage = cog_mat ( l is t_number )∗F ;
65 ext =16;
66 M=N∗ext ; z = ( 1 :M)/ ext ;
67
68 %pkt 3
69 integrand3 = han .∗ r e f l ( : , l i s t_number ) ’ ; integrand3 (N+1:M)= zeros ( s ize (N+1:M) ) ;
68
70 avstand3=2∗ext∗ i f f t ( integrand3 ) ; %f o r pk t 3
71 powhan_pkt3 = ( abs ( analysehan ) . ^ 2 ) ;
72 [amp3 pos3 ]=max ( powhan_pkt3 ( 8 : 1 2 ) ) ;
73 pos3 = pos3 + 7 ;
74 cog_pkt3 = pos3−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan_pkt3 ( pos3−2:pos3 +2))/sum( powhan_pkt3 ( pos3−2:pos3 + 2 ) ) ;
75 amp3=−10∗log10 (1/amp3)
76
77 %pkt 4
78 integrand = han .∗ r e f l ( : , l is t_number ) ’ ; integrand (N+1:M)= zeros ( s ize (N+1:M) ) ; %Padding
79 avstand4=2∗ext∗ i f f t ( integrand ) ;
80 powhan_pkt4 = abs ( avstand4 ( f loor (20∗ ext ) : f loor ( ex t ∗ 3 0 ) ) ) . ^ 2 ; %i ekk o pk t
81 [amp4 pos4 ]=max ( powhan_pkt4 ) ;
82 pos4 = pos4 + 19 ;
83 cog_pkt4 = pos4−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan_pkt4 ( pos4−2:pos4 +2))/sum( powhan_pkt4 ( pos4−2:pos4 +2) )
84 amp4=−10∗log10 (1/amp4)
85
86 %pkt 5
87
88 integrand5 = han .∗ r e f l ( : , l i s t_number ) ’ ; integrand (N+1:M)= zeros ( s ize (N+1:M) ) ; %Padding
89 avstand5=2∗ext∗ i f f t ( integrand5 ) ;
90 powhan_pkt5 = abs ( avstand5 ( f loor (25∗ ext ) : f loor ( ex t ∗ 3 0 ) ) ) . ^ 2 ; %i ekk o pk t
91 [amp5 pos5 ]=max ( powhan_pkt5 ) ;
92 pos5 = pos5 + 24 ;
93 cog_pkt5 = pos5−1 + sum( ( −2 :2 ) .∗powhan_pkt5 ( pos5−2:pos5 +2))/sum( powhan_pkt5 ( pos5−2:pos5 +2) )
94 amp5=−10∗log10 (1/amp5)
95
96 %% PLOT %%
97 f igure ( 1 )
98 plot ( sa t tLeve l , PcogdB_mat , [60 100 ] , [−20 −15] , ’ r ’ , [60 250 ] , [−20 −20] , ’ r ’ , [100 250 ] , [−15 −15] , ’ r ’ )
99 axis ( [ 0 200 −25 −10])
100 grid
101 xlabel ( ’Measured leve l , mm’ )
102 ylabel ( ’ Echo amplitude , dB ’ )
103 t i t l e ( ’ Echo s igna l ’ )
104 legend ( ’ Echo s t rength ’ , ’Waveguide ’ )
105
106 f igure ( 2 )
107 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 )
108 plot ( sa t tLeve l , ( avst_mat (1)− avst_mat ) , [85 85 ] , [0 250 ] , ’ b lack ’ , [0 200 ] , [ 0 200 ] , ’ r ’ )
109 grid
110 xlabel ( ’ Real l eve l , mm’ )
111 ylabel ( ’ Ullage , dB ’ )
112 t i t l e ( ’ Ullage vs r e a l l e v e l ’ )
113 legend ( ’ Ullage vs r e a l l e v e l ’ , ’ Half the ou t l e t covered ’ , ’ zero d i f f e r enc e ’ )
114 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 )
115 plot ( sa t tLeve l , ( avst_mat (1)− avst_mat)− s a t tLeve l )
116 grid
117 xlabel ( ’ Real l eve l , mm ’ )
118 ylabel ( ’ Di f ference , mm’ )
119 t i t l e ( ’ D i f f e rence between ul lage and r ea l l e v e l ’ )
120 %leg end ( ’ Echo s t r eng t h ’ , ’ Waveguide ’ )
121
122 f igure ( 3 )
123 plot ( ( z−z ( 1 ) )∗F ,20∗ log10 ( abs ( avstand4 ) ) , ul lage , amp4 , ’ or ’ , cog_pkt5∗F , amp5 , ’ or ’ )
124 axis ( [ 0 3000 −80 0 ] )
125 grid
126 xlabel ( ’ Distance , mm’ )
127 ylabel ( ’ Echo amplitude , dB ’ )
128 t i t l e ( ’ Echo s igna l ’ )
129 legend ( ’ Echo s igna l vs . Measured dis tance ’ , ’Maximum for the wanted echo ’ )
130 %f i g u r e ( 4 )
131 %p l o t ( n , 20∗ l og10 ( (2∗ i f f t ( han .∗ r e f l ( : , 2 ) ’ ) ) ) )
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A.3.5 Validation for testing against air
1 c l ea r a l l ;
2 c l f
3 %% Cons t an t s
4 Er = 10 .5 − j ∗0 . 3 ;
5 Ur = 1.2− j ∗0 . 5 ; %p e rm a b i l i t y
6 E0=8.8541878176e−12; %p e rm i t t i v i t y o f vacum
7 U0=4∗pi∗10^−7; %p e rm a b i l i t y o f vacum
8 c=3e8 ; %spe ed o f l i g h t
9 f =10e9 ; %f r e qu en c y
10 l a=c/f ; %wave l eng th
11 w = 2∗pi∗ f ; %angu la r f e qu en cy
12
13 Z_lng = 292 ;
14 Z_par = 251 ;
15 Z0 = 377 ;
16
17 T = 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 : . 0 1 ; %
18 k = 0 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 : 1 ;
19
20 %% IMPEDANCE %%
21 Zr = sqr t ( ( Ur∗U0)/ ( Er∗E0 ) ) ; %i n t r i n s i c impedance
22 Yr = ( ( j∗w)/ c )∗ ( sqr t ( Er∗Ur ) ) ; %The p r o p a g a t i o n c on s t a n t depends on t h e r a d a r f r e q u en c y
23 Z=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗T ) ) ; %input impedance
24
25 t1 =2 .0/1000 ; %imag = 0 r e =412.8
26 t2 =4 .0/1000 ; %imag=0 r e =109.3
27 t3 =6 .00/1000 ; %imag=0 r e =174
28
29 Z1=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 1 ) ) ; %input impedance
30 Z2=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 2 ) ) ;
31 Z3=(Zr∗tanh ( Yr∗ t 3 ) ) ;
32
33
34 %% AIR %%
35 Gamma1_air = ( (Z1)−Z0 )/ ( ( Z1)+Z0 )
36 Gamma3_air = ( (Z3)−Z0 )/ ( ( Z3)+Z0 ) ;
37
38 Gamma_air = k .∗Gamma1_air + (1−k ) .∗Gamma3_air ;
39 Z l_a i r = Z0 .∗ (1+Gamma_air ) ./(1− (Gamma_air ) ) ;
40
41 %% Pa r a f f i n %%
42 Gamma1_par= ( (Z1)−Z_par ) / ( ( Z1)+Z_par )
43 Gamma3_par= ( (Z3)−Z_par ) / ( ( Z3)+Z_par ) ;
44
45 Gamma_par = k .∗Gamma1_par + (1−k ) .∗Gamma3_par ;
46 Zl_par = Z_par .∗ (1+Gamma_par) ./(1− (Gamma_par ) ) ;
47
48 %% LNG %%
49 Gamma1_lng=( (Z1)−Z_lng ) / ( ( Z1)+Z_lng )
50 Gamma3_lng=( (Z3)−Z_lng ) / ( ( Z3)+Z_lng ) ;
51
52 Gamma_lng = k .∗Gamma1_lng + (1−k ) .∗Gamma3_lng ;
53 Zl_lng = Z_lng .∗ (1+Gamma_lng) ./(1− (Gamma_lng ) ) ;
54
55 %% PLOT %%
56 f igure ( 1 )
57 plot ( k , r ea l ( Z l _a i r ) , k , r ea l ( Zl_par ) , ’ r ’ , [ 0 1 ] , [ r ea l (Z3 ) r ea l (Z1 ) ] , . . .
58 ’ black ’ , [ . 4 . 6 ] , [251 292 ] , ’ b lack o ’ , [ . 4 2 6 8 ] , [ 2 5 1 ] , ’ b lack x ’ )
59 t i t l e ( ’ Rat io with r e spe c t i v e l y a i r and para f f i n as re f e rence ’ )
60 xlabel ( ’ Rat io k ’ )
61 ylabel ( ’ Real par t of input impedance ’ )
62 grid on
63 legend ( ’ Impedance vs r a t i o with a i r as re f e rence ’ , ’ Impedance vs r a t i o with pa ra f f i n as re f e rence ’ , . . . .
64 ’ Linear r a t i o from 414 .9 ( t =2mm) to 172 .7 ( t =6mm) ’ , ’ Rat io obtained with EMDS ’ , ’ Calculated r a t i o fo r pa ra f f i n ’ )
65 axis ( [ 0 1 150 450 ] )
70
A.4 Data Sheet RAM
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